
Tricklock Company

Tricklock Company asserts that theatre is a provocative and vital tool for examining the human experience
and intrinsic to the evolution of world culture. Tricklock Company believes in the power of ongoing
intensive artistic training, international collaboration and cultural exchange through theater, and in the
capacity of the theater to expand possibilities for the world. We present our findings through our work. The
Vision & Direction of Tricklock Company are exemplified through its ongoing programs:

•           The Resident Company

The Ensemble trains, creates, and performs locally as well as touring nationally and internationally to
promote the value of ongoing group work and cultural and artistic exchange. .

•           Tricklock Education Programs

Through a variety of programs including The Manoa Project: Teen Summer Ensemble Apprenticeship
Program, the Tricklock-UNM Residency, The Tricklock Professional Intensives, and community workshops
people of all walks of life have the chance to delve into the Tricklock style of devised work and physical
story creation. Tricklock Company fosters a collaborative environment and is dedicated to experimentation
and  ongoing live performance work. Tricklock is committed to accessible educational programming for
young people. The Manoa Project and community workshops are and always have been free to participants. 

•           The Revolutions International Theatre Festival

Revolutions is connecting communities by bringing a broad scope of world theatre to New Mexico which
creates a cultural and artistic fusion. We believe that the exposure to world theatre and culture increases
mutual understanding, inspires change, and empowers individuals to improve the overall quality of life for
all people. Performances from around the globe expand the theatrical possibilities for all New Mexican
citizens.Each visiting company provides free workshops which aids in the dissemination of new styles and
ideas on theatrical training and creation to the established and developing artists of New Mexico.The festival
provides multiple free community events allowing a forum for cultural exchange and dialogue that might not
otherwise reach our state.Tricklock Company is dedicated to bringing the global community together in New
Mexico for cultural and artistic exchange. 

“The ensemble specializes in emotional, poetic, and intensely physical performances. The intimate rapport 
they’ve built up with each other over the years shows and is beautifully expressed by this talented group. No 
one is pushing the theatrical envelope like Tricklock.”  - Weekly Alibi
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Tricklock Company

Founded in 1993, Tricklock Company, based in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is a theatre ensemble whose
mission is to create, tour, produce theatrical work, and to foster international exchange and artistic
development.
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